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Maryvonne Hiance 
President of HealthTech For Care

Dear Attendees,

Welcome to the fifth edition of HealthTech Innovation Days (HTID®)!

Ensuring healthcare access and optimal treatments for every patient is 
a paramount societal concern.
Now, more than ever, the imperative to connect companies, researchers, experts, and healthcare professionals 
in service of patients looms large. Within this context, the European HealthTech sector emerges as a vibrant 
tapestry comprising myriad startups and SMEs fervently dedicated to advancing drugs, medical devices, 
and pioneering digital tools. This sector serves as a pivotal conduit between academic research and industry.

HTID’s principal objective resides in catalyzing innovation to expedite the introduction of new drugs and 
therapeutic solutions into the European market, benefitting patients across the continent.

For half a decade, HTID® has admirably congregated pivotal figures within the realm of health innovation: 
global pharmaceutical giants, international investors, esteemed institutional representatives, patients, and 
patient organizations. This cumulative effort has undeniably endowed our event with substantial impact. A 
multitude of our sponsors and collaborators have steadfastly supported our mission and endeavors since 
the inaugural edition.

Moreover, HTID serves as an opportune forum for deliberating upon the competitive landscape of the 
European healthcare industry, the equitable dissemination of innovative breakthroughs among patients, 
and the far-reaching repercussions of legislative transformations in both Europe and the United States upon 
stakeholders in healthcare innovation.

Now in its fifth consecutive year, HTID retains the distinguished honor of operating under the High 
Patronage of Mr. Emmanuel MACRON, President of the French Republic. The event is graced by the 
presence of esteemed individuals, including Mr. Iordanis Arzimanoglou, Program Manager for Health and 
Biotechnology at the European Innovation Council (EIC)- Mr. Olivier Becht, Minister Delegate for Foreign 
Trade, Attractiveness, and the French Abroad - Mr. Enric Claverol Tinture, Head of the Medical Technologies 
Program at the European Innovation Council (EIC) - Alain Godard, Chairman and Managing Director of the 
European Fund for Digital Sovereignty - and Pierre Delsaux, Director of HERA at the European Commission.

EDITO 

The organisation team wishes you a pleasant event!

 Nathalie Donne
Chief Operating Officer

Angélique Introini
Project Manager 

Solène Goupy 
Communication Manager 

 Imane Degras
Junior Project Manager

Mohamed Zraigui
Communication Assistant
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France Biotech was founded in 1997 as an independent association, uniting the 
country’s leading innovative health companies and their expert partners. As a 
leader in health innovation working in close cooperation with public authorities 
in France and across Europe, France Biotech is ideally positioned to address the 
challenges facing the HealthTech sector, notably corporate finance, taxation on 

innovation and regulatory and market access-related issues. Its committees and working groups strive 
to identify viable solutions to create the necessary conditions for a competitive and attractive industry. 
France Biotech’s mission is to support HealthTech startups and SMEs in their quest for international 
expansion and give them the capability to rapidly design and develop new innovations and get them 
to patients. France Biotech founded and developed the “HealthTech For Care” fund to bring together, 
structure and encourage cooperation between the various HealthTech stakeholders in France and 
Europe. Since September 2019, France Biotech is chaired by Franck Mouthon, CEO of Theranexus.

The HealthTech For Care endowment fund is designed to support and promote 
access to healthcare for all, and in particular to new medical technologies 
and medicines. The endowment fund’s missions are three-fold: to support the 
development of the entire healthcare ecosystem, to accelerate the development 

of innovative therapies and medicines, and to promote better patient access to the healthcare system in 
France and Europe. 
HTFC is governed by Maryvonne Hiance, Elsy Boglioli, Pierre Courteille, Marc Dechamps, Christian 
Deleuze, Eric Falcand, Frédéric Girard, Marc Julien, Anaïs Le Corvec, Bernard Linsmeau, Cédric Moreau, 
Christian Pierret and Christian Policard.

HealthTech For Care is supported by its founder France Biotech and the network of French health cluster: 
Atlanpole biotherapies, BioValley France, EuroBioMed, LyonBioPole, Medicen, the clubster NHL and 
Technion France. The Endowment Fund is also supported by many European players: Asebio, BioAlps, 
BIO Deutschland, BioRegion Stern, BioWin, CEBR, Danish Lifescience cluster, Federchimica Assobiotec, 
flanders.bio, Irefi, Medvia, Swiss Biotech association.

HealthTech Innovation Days (HTID®), initiated by France Biotech and implemented 
by the HealthTech For Care endowment fund, provides a forum for all stakeholders 
in the life sciences to meet and bring innovation to patients. 
Each year, HTID brings together over 800 participants in Paris. The 5th edition will 
take place on October 24 and 25, 2023 in Paris, and on October 27 in virtual form 
only.

HealthTech For Care, organizer of HealthTech Innovation Days

France Biotech, Founder of HealthTech For Care, initiator of HTID®

HealthTech Innovation Days - HTID® 

Meet Attend Gather
experts to support the 
developments of your 

company and accelerate 
the deployment of your 
innovation to patients.

panels led by international 
experts to learn on key 

topics.

within the European innovative 
healthcare community.

Activities during HTID#5

PRESENTATION 

Participate
Pitchs and poster sessions 

of projects putting the 
patient at the heart of their 

innovation.

https://htfc-eu.com
http://www.france-biotech.fr
https://htfc-eu.com/htid/
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Tuesday, October 24 

Food & Beverages:

On site meetings 
from 8:00am to 7:30pm CET

Programme Meeting website
Scan the QR Code to discover the speakers 

and watch the conference in live

Wednesday, October 25
On site meetings from

 08:00am to 06:00pm CET

Friday, October 27
Only virtual meetings 

Virtual meetings
24 hours / day

ORGANISATION 

Timing: 

Location: 

Conferences 

Timing for the lunch:
Tuesday, October 24

from 11:00am to 5:50pm CET
Wednesday, October 25

from 9:45am to 6:05pm CET

Tuesday October 24
from 12:20pm to 1:35pm CET
Wednesday October 25

from 12:20pm to 1:35pm CET

Beverages will be available throughout the eventAll conferences on replay available after HTID

Ground floor Ground floor

Cocktail reception on Tuesday, October 24 at 7:00pm

Location: 
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PITCH SESSIONS 

Discover the companies 

Tuesday, October 24

Wednesday, October 25 

9:00am - 10:10am
&

5:50pm - 7:00pm 

8:30am - 9:40am
&

12:45pm - 1:45pm 

Awards ceremony on Wednesday, October 25 at 6:15pm

Ground 
floor

Location: Timing: 
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PROGRAMME PITCH SESSIONS
Tuesday, October 24th 2023

Wednesday, October 25th 2023

9:00am - 10:10am (CET)

08:30am - 09:40am (CET)

05:50pm - 07:00pm (CET)

10:50pm - 12:00pm (CET)

7 Companies are pitching 7 Companies are pitching

6 Companies are pitching 5 Companies are pitching
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Our sponsors

https://www.amgeninnovations.fr
https://www.bms.com
https://www.bpifrance.fr
https://www.euronext.com/en
https://www.invest-securities.com
https://www.mwe.com
https://www.ipsen.com
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Discover our long-term sponsors 

Servier is a global pharmaceutical group governed by a Foundation. With a strong international presence 
in 150 countries and a total revenue of 4.7 billion euros in 2021, Servier employs 21,800 people worldwide. 
Servier is an independent group that invests over 20% of its brand name revenue in Research and 

Development every year. To accelerate therapeutic innovation for the benefit of patients, the Group is committed to open 
and collaborative innovation with academic partners, pharmaceutical groups, and biotech companies. It also integrates 
the patient’s voice at the heart of its activities. A leader in cardiology, the ambition of the Servier Group is to become 
a renowned and innovative player in oncology. Its growth is based on a sustained commitment to cardiovascular and 
metabolic diseases, oncology, neuroscience and immuno-inflammatory diseases. To promote access to healthcare for 
all, the Servier Group also offers a range of quality generic drugs covering most pathologies.

With Amgen Innovations, we are strengthening our commitment to healthcare and research players 
in France. Concretely, we act as a catalyst around three key actions that structure this unprecedented 
programme: to undertake partnerships with start-ups to reinvent the health path, to support calls for 
research projects to discover the therapeutic innovations of tomorrow and to strengthen our support. 

to caregivers facing the challenges of their profession. Associating biological and technological progress with human and 
social sciences opens up the field of possibilities. Convinced of the richness of the French ecosystem in terms of innovation, 
through Amgen Innovations, we wish to contribute to the emergence of healthcare solutions that have meaning for patients 
and healthcare professionals.

Sofinnova Partners is a leading European venture capital firm in life sciences, specializing in 
healthcare and sustainability. Based in Paris, London and Milan, the firm brings together a team 
of professionals from all over the world with strong scientific, medical and business expertise. 
Sofinnova Partners is a hands-on company builder across the entire value chain of life sciences 

investments, from seed to later-stage. The firm actively partners with ambitious entrepreneurs as a lead or cornerstone 
investor to develop transformative innovations that have the potential to positively impact our collective future.
Founded in 1972, Sofinnova Partners is a deeply established venture capital firm in Europe, with 50 years of experience 
backing over 500 companies and creating market leaders around the globe. Today, Sofinnova Partners has over €2.5 
billion under management. For more information, please visit: www.sofinnovapartners.com

Invest Securities is an independent brokerage company with complementary business units including 
brokerage,  equity research team and issuer services. We provide solutions adapted to companies, 
institutional investors as well as to fund managers.

ICOSA is an intellectual property law firm dedicated to the the Health, Environment and Agri-food 
sectors.
ICOSA’s business vision enables us to offer tailor-made services to companies and investors to help 

them manage and enhance their industrial property assets (patents, trademarks, designs, copyrights, domain names).
Our missions:
- Build, enhance and protect portfolios of patents, trademarks domain names,
- Offer appropriate protection for software and inventions linked to related to artificial intelligence,
- Identify the strengths and weaknesses of intellectual property assets subject to due diligence during acquisitions or 
mergers
- Develop effective strategies for defending rights and preventing trademark infringement on the web and social networks,
- Advise on contracts for the exploitation of intellectual property rights, on legal and financial aspects.
 

Within Allinvest, Invest Securities benefits from the synergies of the group for M&A and Asset management activities,  
and is ranked as the leading listing sponsor on the Euronext and Euronext Growth markets.

Peak Lifecycles HR is an international Executive search and Talent Management company dedicated 
to Global “Care Environment” markets and their stakeholders.
The business life cycle, and its products, skills and projects are at the heart of its activity, Peak Lifecy-
cles‘ unique, innovative approach is based on anticipating market requirements.
As an international firm, we focus on Intercultural services: cultures and people. Diversity can be an as-
set, driving performance. Our specific Intercultural Assessment provides additional insight into today’s 
business environment, and involves the ability to adapt while stimulating them to do likewise.
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EUROPEAN CLUSTERS

https://www.biodeutschland.org/de/
https://www.swissbiotech.org
https://flanders.bio/en
https://biowin.org
https://assobiotec.federchimica.it
https://www.irefi.eu
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NOTES
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OUR MEDIA SUPPORT

FOLLOW US
https://htfc-eu.com/htid/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/htid/

https://twitter.com/HTID_Paris

HTFC Channel

Press contact
Solène Goupy

HealthTech For Care

solene.goupy@htfc-eu.com
+33(0)6 38 03 80 19

https://smartlink.ausha.co/science-for-care

Innova plateform
Innova

HealthTechForCare

CONTACT
Nathalie Donne - Chief Operating Officer

nathalie.donne@htfc-eu.com
+33(0)6 67 67 44 97

Solène Goupy - Communication manager
solene.goupy@htfc-eu.com

+33(0)6 38 03 80 19

https://smartlink.ausha.co/science-for-care
https://www.instagram.com/healthtechforcare/


Plan of the event

Ground floor

First floor

Entrance of the event

Conferences & pitch sessions

Networking & Catering

Stairs to the first floor

Stairs to the ground floor

Meetings


